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Abstract—Zero-Shot Learning (ZSL) has received extensive
attention and successes in recent years especially in areas of
fine-grained object recognition, retrieval, and image captioning.
Key to ZSL is to transfer knowledge from the seen to the
unseen classes via auxiliary semantic prototypes (e.g., word or
attribute vectors). However, the popularly learned projection
functions in previous works cannot generalize well due to non-
visual components included in semantic prototypes. Besides, the
incompleteness of provided prototypes and captured images has
less been considered by the state-of-the-art approaches in ZSL. In
this paper, we propose a hierarchical prototype learning formula-
tion to provide a systematical solution (named HPL) for zero-shot
recognition. Specifically, HPL is able to obtain discriminability on
both seen and unseen class domains by learning visual prototypes
respectively under the transductive setting. To narrow the gap of
two domains, we further learn the interpretable super-prototypes
in both visual and semantic spaces. Meanwhile, the two spaces are
further bridged by maximizing their structural consistency. This
not only facilitates the representativeness of visual prototypes, but
also alleviates the loss of information of semantic prototypes. An
extensive group of experiments are then carefully designed and
presented, demonstrating that HPL obtains remarkably more
favorable efficiency and effectiveness, over currently available
alternatives under various settings.
Index Terms—Zero-shot learning, prototype, transductive
learning, unseen class.
I. INTRODUCTION
TRADITIONAL object recognition tasks require the testclasses to be identical or a subset of the training classes.
Due to the deep learning techniques and growing availability of
big data, dramatic progresses have been achieved on these tasks
in recent years [1]. However, in many practical applications,
we need the model to have the ability to determine the class
labels for the object belonging to unseen classes. The following
are some popular application scenarios [2]:
- The number of target classes is large. Generally, human
beings can recognize at least 30,000 object classes.
However, collecting sufficient labelled instances for such
a large number of classes is challenging. Thus, existing
image datasets can only cover a small subset of these
classes.
- Target classes are rare. An example is fine-grained object
recognition. Suppose we want to recognize flowers of
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Fig. 1. The visual images and semantic prototypes provided for several classes
in benchmark dataset AwA2 [3].
different breeds. It is hard and even prohibitive to collect
sufficient image instances for each specific flower breed.
- Target classes change over time. An example is recogniz-
ing images of products belonging to a certain style and
brand. As products of new styles and new brands appear
frequently, for some new products, it is difficult to find
corresponding labelled instances.
- Annotating instances is expensive and time consuming.
For example, in the image captioning problem, each image
in the training data should have a corresponding caption.
This problem can be seen as a sequential classification
problem. The number of object classes covered by the
existing image-text corpora is limited, with many object
classes not being covered.
To solve this problem, Zero-Shot Learning (ZSL) [4], [5], [6],
[7], [8], [9] is proposed. The goal of zero-shot recognition is to
recognize objects belonging to the classes that have no labelled
samples. Since its inception, it has become a fast-developing
field in machine learning with a wide range of applications in
computer vision. Due to lack of labelled samples in the unseen
class domain, auxiliary information is necessary for ZSL to
transfer knowledge from the seen to the unseen classes. As
shown in Fig. 1, existing methods usually provide each class
with one semantic prototype derived from text (e.g., attribute
vector [10], [11], [12] or word vector [13], [14], [15]). This
is inspired by the way human beings recognize the world.
For example, with the knowledge that “a zebra looks like a
horse, and with stripes”, we can recognize a zebra even without
having seen one before, as long as we know what a “horse” is
and how “stripes” look like.
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2Fig. 2. Several instances with different colors from the unseen class “horse”
in benchmark dataset AwA2 [3].
Typical ZSL approaches generally adopt a two-step recogni-
tion strategy [16], [17], [18], [19]. First, an image-semantics
projection function is learned from the seen class domain to
transfer knowledge to unseen classes. Then, the test sample
is projected into the learned embedding space, where the
recognition is carried out by considering the similarity between
the sample and unseen classes. Thus, various ZSL approaches
are developed to learn a well-fitting projection function
between visual features and semantic prototypes. However,
they all ignore a fact that the provided semantic prototypes
are incomplete and less diversified, since both human-defined
attribute vectors and automatically extracted word vectors are
obtained independently from visual samples, and uniquely
for each class. Consequently, the learned projection may not
be effective enough to recognize the samples from the same
class. For instance, there are different kinds of colors for a
“horse” as shown in Fig. 2. Besides, the non-visual components
are often included in the provided semantic prototypes, such
as “smart”, “agility”, and “inactive” in benchmark dataset
AwA2 [3]. Based only on visual information, these attributes
are almost impossible to be predicted and even with the level
of random guess as observed from Fig. 3. Thus, the learned
projection cannot generalize well on the unseen class domain,
although work normally in the seen class domain through
supervised training. Moreover, in practice, the visual image
captured from an object cannot present all the attributes of
corresponding class. As a result, a simple projection from an
image to its class attribute vector is inaccurate since that image
may lack some attributes (e.g., tail and claws are not captured).
Finally, as mentioned in many ZSL approaches [20], [21],
[22], [23], [24], [25], [26], large domain gap between the seen
and unseen classes is one of the biggest challenges in ZSL.
This comes from the fact that for a certain attribute (e.g.,
“tail”), the unseen classes are often visually very different from
the seen ones. Consequently, the projection function learned
from seen-class data may not be effective enough to project
an unseen object to be close to its corresponding class. To
address this domain shift issue, that is, to reduce the domain
distribution mismatch between the seen- and unseen- class data,
a number of ZSL models resort to transductive learning [21],
[24], [25] by utilizing test objects from unseen classes in the
training phase. Here, we also introduce a transductive setting,
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Fig. 3. The predictability of each binary attribute, measured with classification
accuracy by pre-trained Resnet101 [1], where we only fine-tune the last layer.
where the learned projection is adapted to unseen classes based
on unlabelled target data. It has been proved in [21] that
transductive ZSL models can indeed improve generalisation
accuracy compared with inductive models.
For the importance of these phenomenons, we develop
a novel ZSL model in this paper under the transductive
setting. By learning visual prototypes and super-prototypes,
instead of learning a projection between the visual and
semantic spaces, the proposed model is able to avoid the
aforementioned problems caused by semantic prototypes. In
particular, considering the incompleteness of provided semantic
prototypes and visual images, we choose to couple the semantic
prototypes with the learned visual prototypes. Motivated by the
fact that there exist unseen/seen prototypes that fall into the
same class, we further learn the prototypes of seen and unseen
prototypes, called super-prototypes. They can bridge not only
the seen and unseen class domains to induce a transductive
setting, but also the visual and semantic spaces to align their
structure.
In summary, the contributions of this work are four-fold:
- We propose a novel transductive ZSL model (named HPL)
which enforces discriminability on both seen and unseen
class domains by learning visual prototypes respectively.
- Interpretable super-prototypes that are learned from the
visual (resp. semantic) prototypes are able to bridge the
two domains, since super-prototypes are shared between
the seen and the unseen classes.
- By maximizing the structural consistency of visual and
semantic prototypes, the representativeness of learned
visual prototypes is further strengthened, thus leading to
more discriminative recognition.
- An efficient algorithm is presented to solve our model
with rigorous theoretical analysis. The improvements over
currently available alternatives are especially significant
under various ZSL settings.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we first briefly introduce some related works
on transductive ZSL, and then present a review for image-
semantics projection in ZSL.
3Transductive Zero-Shot Learning. According to whether
information about the testing data is involved during model
learning, existing ZSL models consist of inductive [16], [7],
[18], [19] and transductive settings [27], [23], [25]. Specifically,
this transduction in ZSL can be embodied in two progressive
degrees: transductive for specific unseen classes [28] and
transductive for specific testing samples [25]. Specifically, by
extending conventional ZSL into a semi-supervised learning
scenario, transductive ZSL is an emerging topic recently since
it can effectively rectify the domain shift caused by different
distributions of the training and the test samples. Depending on
the inference strategy for the test data, existing transductive ZSL
models mainly involve two groups. The first one [20], [21],
[29] generally constructs a graph in the semantic space, and
then transfers it to the test set by label propagation. However,
due to lack of labelled samples for unseen classes, such methods
usually have a great probability to predict the test objects as
seen classes. The other one [22], [24] refines the predicted
labels of unseen-class data dynamically as in self-training.
It is worth noting that this kind of method often shares the
same projection in the seen and the unseen class domains,
which may be less discriminative since the provided semantic
prototypes suffer from the properties of incompleteness and non-
visual components. Unlike existing transductive ZSL models,
we creatively formulate a domain adaptation term, which
can learn the visual prototypes and super-prototypes of all
unseen classes. Specifically, instead of the popular used image-
attribute projection, the image-label projection via prototypes
can mitigate the domain shift caused by appearance variations
of each attribute across all the classes. While the gap of
seen- and unseen- class distributions is bridged by sharing
interpretable super-prototypes.
Projection Function. From the view of constructing the
image-semantics interactions, existing ZSL approaches fall into
four categories. The first one learns a projection function from
a visual feature space to a semantic space with a linear [12],
[30], [31] or non-linear model [8], [15], [32]. The test data
are then classified by matching the visual representations in
the semantic embedding space with the provided semantic
prototypes of unseen classes. The second group [19], [24], [33],
[34] chooses the reverse projection direction, i.e., from the
semantic to visual spaces, to alleviate the hubness problem [35]
caused by nearest neighbour search in a high dimensional
space. The test data are then classified by resorting to the
most similar visual exemplars in the unseen class domain.
To capture more distribution information from visual space,
recent work focuses on generating pseudo examples for unseen
classes with seen-class data [36], web data [24], Generative
Adversarial Networks [9], [37], Variational Autoencoder [38],
etc. Consequently, zero-shot recognition degenerates into a
general supervised learning problem.
The third group is a combination of the first two groups but
with an additional reconstruction constraint for visual samples
or semantic prototypes [18], [19], [25]. Such ZSL approaches
generally take the encoder-decoder paradigm, and then conduct
the final recognition by the same search strategy as in the
first two groups. This makes the projection function generalize
better from the seen to the unseen classes as demonstrated in
other problems [39]. The last group learns a common space,
where both the visual space and semantic space are projected
to [28], [40], [41]. In such a framework, a score function is first
trained using seen-class labelled examples, and then computes
a likelihood score of the test sample.
Inspired by the third group, we propose to learn interpretable
visual prototypes for zero-shot recognition by bidirectional
projection. In particular, instead of popularly used image-
attribute projection, we adopt image-label projection to avoid
those problems caused by the provided semantic prototypes.
Additionally, unlike many existing two-step ZSL approaches,
the proposed HPL model can perform one-step recognition due
to the visual prototype learning.
III. PROTOTYPE LEARNING FOR ZERO-SHOT RECOGNITION
In this section, we first set up the zero-shot recognition
problem (Section III-A), then develop a HPL model for this
task (Section III-B), and finally derive an efficient algorithm
to solve HPL (Section III-C).
A. Problem Definition
Let S and U denote two disjoint sets of seen classes
and unseen classes. Accordingly, let Ys and Yu denote the
semantic prototypes (e.g. a k-dimensional attribute vector
or word vector derived from text for each class) of all
seen and unseen classes, respectively. Meanwhile, suppose
we are given a set of labelled training samples Ds ={(
x
(s)
i , l
(s)
i , c
(s)
l
(s)
i
,y
(s)
l
(s)
i
)
: i = 1, · · · , Ns
}
, where x(s)i ∈ Rd
is the d-dimensional visual embedding of the i-th sample
in the training set, and its class label l(s)i belongs to the
seen classes set S. c(s)
l
(s)
i
∈ Rm and y(s)
l
(s)
i
∈ Rk are the
one-hot vector and semantic prototype of x(s)i , indicating
the label l(s)i . Let Xs =
[
x
(s)
1 · · · ,x(s)Ns
]
∈ Rd×Ns and
Cs =
[
c
(s)
l
(s)
1
, · · · , c(s)
l
(s)
Ns
]
∈ Rm×Ns . Similarly, let Du ={(
x
(u)
i , l
(u)
i , c
(u)
l
(u)
i
,y
(u)
l
(u)
i
)
: i = 1, · · · , Nu
}
denote a set of
unlabelled test samples, where l(u)i ∈ U is the unknown label
of x(u)i ∈ Rd in the standard ZSL setting. c(u)l(u)i ∈ R
n and
y
(u)
l
(u)
i
∈ Rk are the one-hot vector and semantic prototype
of x(u)i , corresponding to the class label l
(u)
i . Here, Xu =[
x
(u)
1 , · · · ,x(u)Nu
]
∈ Rd×Nu and Cu =
[
c
(u)
l
(u)
1
, · · · , c(u)
l
(u)
Nu
]
∈
Rn×Nu . The goal of zero-shot recognition is to predict
the labels of test samples in Du by learning a classifier
fu(·) : Xu → U . The key notations used throughout this
paper are summarized in Table I.
B. HPL: Formulation
Assume both the seen-class training set Ds and unlabelled
unseen-class data Xu are available. To predict the labels of
Xu, we propose a hierarchical prototype learning function
Ψ (Ps,Dv,Dc,Zs) for zero-shot recognition in an iterative
4TABLE I
KEY NOTATIONS
Notation Description
S = {s1, · · · , sm} Set of m seen classes
U = {u1, · · · , un} Set of n unseen classes
Ys =
[
y
(s)
1 , · · · ,y(s)m
]
∈ Rk×m Set of semantic prototypes of all seen classes
Yu =
[
y
(u)
1 , · · · ,y(u)n
]
∈ Rk×n Set of semantic prototypes of all unseen classes
X ,Y = [Ys,Yu] Visual space and semantic space, respectively
Ns, Nu Number of training samples and number of test samples, respectively(
x
(s)
i , l
(s)
i , c
(s)
l
(s)
i
,y
(s)
l
(s)
i
)
The i-th training sample: image embedding x(s)i ∈ X , and label l(s)i ∈ S with one-hot vector c(s)
l
(s)
i
and y(s)
l
(s)
i
∈ Ys(
x
(u)
i , l
(u)
i , c
(u)
l
(u)
i
,y
(u)
l
(u)
i
)
The i-th test sample: image embedding x(u)i ∈ X , and label l(u)i ∈ U with one-hot vector c(u)
l
(u)
i
and y(u)
l
(u)
i
∈ Yu
k, d Dimension of each semantic prototype and dimension of each image embedding, respectively
Ps =
[
p
(s)
1 , · · · ,p(s)m
]
∈ Rd×m Set of visual prototypes of all seen classes, and p(s)i ∈ X
Pu =
[
p
(u)
1 , · · · ,p(u)n
]
∈ Rd×n Set of visual prototypes of all unseen classes, and p(u)i ∈ X
Dv =
[
d
(v)
1 , · · · ,d(v)q
]
∈ Rd×q Set of visual super-prototypes, and d(v)i ∈ X
Dc =
[
d
(c)
1 , · · · ,d(c)q
]
∈ Rk×q Set of semantic super-prototypes, and d(c)i ∈ Y
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Fig. 4. The illustration of HPL model for zero-shot recognition.
model update process. Specifically, Ps =
[
p
(s)
1 , · · · ,p(s)m
]
∈
Rd×m denotes the visual prototypes of Xs, and Pu =[
p
(u)
1 , · · · ,p(u)n
]
∈ Rd×n denotes the visual prototypes of
Xu. Dv =
[
d
(v)
1 , · · · ,d(v)q
]
∈ Rd×q represents the pro-
totypes of Ps and Pu, named visual super-prototypes, and
Dc =
[
d
(c)
1 , · · · ,d(c)q
]
∈ Rk×q represents the prototypes
of Ys and Yu, named semantic super-prototypes. Generally,
q ∈ {1, · · · ,m+n}. Key to ZSL is to transfer knowledge from
the seen to the unseen classes. Motivated by the fact that there
exist unseen/seen prototypes that fall into the same class [42],
[43], we thus consider learning super-prototypes to bridge the
seen and unseen class domains, and meanwhile, align the visual
and semantic spaces. Zs =
[
z
(s)
1 , · · · , z(s)m
]
∈ Rq×m just
denotes the structural consistency representations for both two
spaces in the seen class domain. For discriminative recognition,
the minimization of Ψ over all possible assignments, i.e.,
min
Ps,Dv,Dc,Zs
Ψ (Ps,Dv,Dc,Zs)
s.t.
∥∥∥d(v)j ∥∥∥ ≤ 1, ∥∥∥d(c)j ∥∥∥ ≤ 1, j = 1, · · · , q, (1)
is encouraged to achieve the three goals of i) minimizing the
encoding cost of Xs via visual prototypes Ps; ii) maximizing
the structural consistency between Ps and Ys via super-
prototypes Dv and Dc in an aligned space; iii) maximizing
the structural consistency between Pu and Yu via Dv and Dc
under the constraint of the minimum prediction error of Xu.
It is worth noting that we additionally introduce a regularizer
in Eq. (1) for each super-prototype to enhance the stability of
solutions and mitigate the scale issue.
For this end, as shown in Fig. 4, we consider a decomposition
of the objective function in Eq. (1) into three functions,
corresponding to the three aforementioned objectives, as
Ψ (Ps,Dv,Dc,Zs) , βΦenc,s
(
p
(s)
1 , · · · ,p(s)m
)
+ Φalig,s (Ps,Dv,Dc,Zs) + γΦpre (Dv,Dc)
(2)
where Φenc,s (·) is an encoding function that favors learning
discriminative prototypes from Xs by well encoding Xs under
the supervision of its labels. Φalig,s (·) denotes an alignment
function that favors learning interpretable visual and semantic
super-prototypes via structure alignment between the visual
and semantic spaces. Φpre (·) is a prediction function that
favors generating more representative super-prototypes with the
assistance of predicted labels of Xu. The parameters β, γ > 0
control the effects of encoding cost and test data inference on
the global objective function Ψ. A close to zero γ will ignore
the prediction error, resulting in poor recognition performance,
while a larger γ leads to higher recognition accuracy. Next, we
study each of the three functions.
Encoding Function: Inspired by bidirectional projection
learning [18], we adopt both the forward and reverse encoding
5costs to characterize the discriminability of Ps for Xs. Thus,
the encoding function factorizes into
Φenc,s
(
p
(s)
1 , · · · ,p(s)m
)
= Φenc,s (Ps)
=
Ns∑
i=1
(∥∥∥∥P Ts x(s)i − c(s)l(s)i
∥∥∥∥2
2
+
∥∥∥∥x(s)i − Psc(s)l(s)i
∥∥∥∥2
2
)
.
(3)
Unlike the popularly used image-semantics projection in
previous works, a feature vector representing the low-level
visual appearance of an object is projected into the high-level
label space (instead of the middle-level semantic space), and
further back to reconstruct itself in our model. In this way,
various problems caused by the provided semantic prototypes
can be avoided. Additionally, the projection in the second term
of Eq. (3)1 encourages the prototype of corresponding class
(i.e., p(s)
l
(s)
i
) is very similar to the sample x(s)i , thus guaranteeing
the representativeness of learned prototypes. Meanwhile, the
reverse projection in the first term enforces x(s)i is closest to
its corresponding prototype yet far away from other prototypes,
thus learning discriminative prototypes.
Alignment Function: Since the semantic prototypes are
additionally provided for ZSL, we can strengthen the discrim-
inability of visual prototypes by aligning their intrinsic structure
with that of semantic prototypes. This is motivated by the fact
that there often exist super-prototypes in visual/semantic space,
which encourage the original prototypes in the two spaces to
be represented consistently in an aligned space, and thus share
the same structure. Therefore, we consider
Φalig,s (Ps,Dv,Dc,Zs) =
m∑
i=1
(∥∥∥p(s)i −Dvz(s)i ∥∥∥2
2
+ λ
∥∥∥y(s)i −Dcz(s)i ∥∥∥2
2
)
,
(4)
where λ is a nonnegative parameter controlling the relative
importance of the visual and semantic spaces. Additionally,
the alignment function enforces the same number of super-
prototypes in the two spaces, because the intrinsic structure is
unique either in low-level or high-level spaces. In particular,
such a structure alignment strategy in Eq. (4) alleviates the
indiscriminability issue of prototypes that are learned from
Eq. (3) in the unbalanced data scenario.
Prediction Function: Notice that the super-prototypes
learned in the seen class domain are expected to be shared with
unseen class domain. Consequently, the unseen-class samples
become seen at the superhigh-level semantic space, and thus
easier to be recognized 2. For this end, the prediction function
mainly pursues the minimum encoding cost of test samples and
the maximum structural consistency of prototypes in the unseen
class domain. Thus, we formulate the prediction function as
Φpre (Dv,Dc) =
min
Pu,Cu⊆H,Zu
(βΦenc,u (Pu,Cu) + Φalig,u (Pu,Zu)) ,
(5)
1x
(s)
i and p
(s)
j in Eq. (3) are all normalized vectors for i = 1, · · · , Ns
and j = 1, · · · ,m. Then p(s)Tj x(s)i denotes the cosine distance.
2For instance, “dolphin” belongs to an unseen class, but becomes seen in
terms of mammal (a super-class).
where Zu =
[
z
(u)
1 , · · · , z(u)n
]
∈ Rq×n denotes the structural
consistency representations for both visual and semantic
prototypes in the unseen class domain,
Φenc,u (Pu,Cu) =
Nu∑
i=1
(∥∥∥∥P Tux(u)i − c(u)l(u)i
∥∥∥∥2
2
+
∥∥∥∥x(u)i − Puc(u)l(u)i
∥∥∥∥2
2
)
,
(6)
Φalig,u (Pu,Zu) =
n∑
i=1
(∥∥∥p(u)i −Dvz(u)i ∥∥∥2
2
+ λ
∥∥∥y(u)i −Dcz(u)i ∥∥∥2
2
)
,
(7)
and H = {1Tc(u)
l
(u)
i
= 1, c
(u)
l
(u)
i
∈ {0, 1}n , i = 1, · · · , Nu}.
As a result, our HPL model in Eq. (1) casts ZSL into a
min-min optimization problem. Different from most existing
ZSL approaches that perform the final recognition via nearest
neighbor search, the class label of each test sample is predicted
directly via the prediction function in our model. Such a one-
step recognition framework is also generic in the sense that it
can be easily extended to inductive settings by reformulating
the prediction function ΦIpre (Dv,Dc) as
ΦIpre (Dv,Dc) = min
Pu,Zu
Φalig,u (Pu,Zu) . (8)
Besides the standard ZSL above, generalized zero-shot
learning (GZSL) where prediction on test data is made over both
seen and unseen classes, has drawn much attention recently [41],
[28]. To further improve the generalization ability of our HPL
model on GZSL tasks, we reformulate the prediction function
ΦGpre (Ps,Dv,Dc) as
ΦGpre (Ps,Dv,Dc) = (9)
min
Pu,Cu⊆HG,Zu
(
βΦGenc,u (Pu,Cu) + Φalig,u (Pu,Zu)
)
,
where
ΦGenc,u (Pu,Cu) =
Nu∑
i=1
(∥∥∥∥[Ps,Pu]T x(u)i − c(u)l(u)i
∥∥∥∥2
2
)
+
Nu∑
i=1
(∥∥∥∥x(u)i − [Ps,Pu] c(u)l(u)i
∥∥∥∥2
2
)
, (10)
and HG = {1Tc(u)
l
(u)
i
= 1, c
(u)
l
(u)
i
∈ {0, 1}m+n , i = 1, · · · , Nu}.
The main difference between Eq. (5) and Eq. (9) lies in
encoding Xu via both Ps and Pu under the GZSL setting.
C. HPL: Algorithm
Here, we consider the model optimization under the standard
ZSL setting 3. Putting all three functions together, we consider
the following minimization problem
min
Ps,Dv,Dc,Zs
{
βΦenc,s (Ps) + Φalig,s (Ps,Dv,Dc,Zs)
+ γ min
Pu,Cu⊆H,Zu
(βΦenc,u (Pu,Cu) + Φalig,u (Pu,Zu))
}
s.t.
∥∥∥d(v)j ∥∥∥ ≤ 1, ∥∥∥d(c)j ∥∥∥ ≤ 1, j = 1, · · · , q. (11)
3Our proposed optimization can also be generalized to the GZSL setting as
presented in the supplementary material.
6It is not trivial to solve the optimization problem in
Eq. (11), since the last term in the objective function is
also a minimization problem. In the following, we will
formulate our solver as an iterative optimization algorithm.
Given the two super-prototype sets D(t)v and D
(t)
c at iteration
t during model learning, we can obtain the optimal solution
{P (t+1)u ,C(t+1)u ,Z(t+1)u } by solving the optimization problem
in Eq. (5). Then, the optimization problem in Eq. (11) at
iteration t+ 1 can be approximated as follows
min
P
(t+1)
s ,D
(t+1)
v ,D
(t+1)
c ,Z
(t+1)
s
βΦenc,s
(
P (t+1)s
)
+
Φalig,s
(
P (t+1)s ,D
(t+1)
v ,D
(t+1)
c ,Z
(t+1)
s
)
+
γΦpre
(
D(t+1)v ,D
(t+1)
c
)
s.t.
∥∥∥d(v)(t+1)j ∥∥∥ ≤ 1,∥∥∥d(c)(t+1)j ∥∥∥ ≤ 1, j = 1, · · · , q,
(12)
where Φpre
(
D
(t+1)
v ,D
(t+1)
c
)
= βΦenc,u
(
P
(t+1)
u ,C
(t+1)
u
)
+
Φalig,u
(
P
(t+1)
u ,Z
(t+1)
u
)
.
As summarized in Algorithm 1, our solver consists of
iterating between updating unseen-class data prediction and
updating seen-class data fitting. It is obvious that the opti-
mization problem in Eq. (5) (resp. Eq. (12)) is not convex for
the three (resp. four) variables simultaneously, but it is convex
for each of them separately. We thus employ an alternative
optimization method to solve it. The details about solving
Eq. (5) and Eq. (12) are provided in the supplementary material.
Particularly, the objective function in Eq. (12) can be further
simplified equivalently as
L(P (t+1)s ,D(t+1)v ,D(t+1)c ,Z(t+1)s )
= ρ(1− ω)(1− α)Φenc,s
(
P (t+1)s
)
+ (1− ρ)(1− ω)(1− α)
∥∥∥P (t+1)s −D(t+1)v Z(t+1)s ∥∥∥2
F
+ ω(1− ρ)(1− α)
∥∥∥Ys −D(t+1)s Z(t+1)s ∥∥∥2
F
+ α(1− ρ)(1− ω)
∥∥∥P (t+1)u −D(t+1)v Z(t+1)u ∥∥∥2
F
+ ωα(1− ρ)
∥∥∥Yu −D(t+1)c Z(t+1)u ∥∥∥2
F
,
(13)
where ρ = β/(1 + β), ω = λ/(1 + λ), α = γ/(1 + γ), and
thus ρ, ω, α ∈ [0, 1). This can facilitate the parameters tuning.
Convergence Analysis. As can be observed from Eq. (5)
and Eq. (12), due to linear formulations, it is easier to solve
the seven sub-problems corresponding to the seven variables
in our model. Specifically, the solutions to Zs and Zu can
be expressed in closed forms, updating Ps and Pu is actually
to solve Sylvester equations [44], and computing Cu is to
perform minimum search. Moreover, we adopt a line search
strategy [45] when updating Dv and Dc. Thus, the objective
function in Eq. (11) is non-increasing with a lower bound
during the iterative optimization of each sub-problem as in
Algorithm 1.
Complexity Analysis. We further analyze the time com-
plexity for Algorithm 1 as follows. The complexity of
solving Eq. (5) is O(ν1(n2dNu + d3 + (q + d + k)q2)),
and updating {D(t+1)v , D(t+1)c } by solving Eq. (12) spends
Algorithm 1 HPL for Zero-Shot Recognition
1: Input: Ds (training set); Xu (test samples); Yu (semantic
prototypes of unseen classes); parameters (ρ, ω, α); q (the
number of super-prototypes); (ε, maxIter).
2: Initialize t← 0; D(t)v , D(t)c .
3: Output: C∗u.
4: repeat
5: Update {{P (t+1)u ,C(t+1)u ,Z(t+1)u }} via Eq. (5);
6: Update {P (t+1)s ,D(t+1)v ,D(t+1)c ,Z(t+1)s } via Eq. (12);
7: Err1 =
∥∥∥D(t+1)v −D(t)v ∥∥∥
2
;
8: Err2 =
∥∥∥D(t+1)s −D(t)s ∥∥∥
2
;
9: t← t+ 1;
10: until (Err1 < ε and Err2 < ε) or (t > maxIter)
11: Dv ←D(t)v , Dc ←D(t)c ;
12: Obtain C∗u, P
∗
u , and Z
∗
u via Eq. (5).
O(ν2(d3+m3+(d+k+m+n)q2+(m+n)(d+k)q)) 4, where
ν1 and ν2 are the numbers of (inner) iterations required to
converge. To sum up, one iteration in Algorithm 1 has a linear
time complexity of O(ν1n2dNu+(ν1+ν2)(d3+(m+n+d)q2))
(d, q,m, n Nu) with respect to the test data size Nu. Thus,
it is efficient even for large-scale ZSL problems.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we first detail our experimental protocol, and
then present the experimental results by comparing our HPL
model with the state of the art for zero-shot recognition on
five benchmark datasets under various settings.
A. Evaluation Setup and Metrics
Datasets. Among the most widely used datasets for ZSL,
we first select four attribute datasets. Two of them are coarse-
grained, one small (aPascal & Yahoo (aPY) [46]) and one
medium-scale (Animals with Attributes (AwA) [12]). Another
two datasets (SUN Attribute (SUN) [47] and CUB-200-2011
Birds (CUB) [48]) are both fine-grained and medium-scale. We
also additionally adopt a large-scale dataset (ImageNet [49])
for standard ZSL, where 1K classes of ILSRVC 2012 are
used as seen classes, and non-overlapping 360 classes from the
ILSVRC 2010 serve as unseen classes as in [18]. For ImageNet,
we use Word2Vec [50] trained on Wikipedia provided by [7]
since attributes of 21K classes are not available. Details of all
dataset statistics are in Table II.
Protocols. For fair comparisons, we conduct extensive
experiments based on two typical protocols as shown in Table II:
Standard Split protocol (SS) [12] and Proposed Split protocol
(PS) [3]. The main difference between SS and PS is that PS
can guarantee no unseen classes are from ImageNet-1K since
it is used to pre-train the base network, otherwise the zero-shot
rule would be violated. Specifically, we will conduct standard
ZSL task under both SS and PS protocols, while conduct GZSL
task just under the PS protocol.
4The computation complexity about training samplesXs andCs is excluded
due to storage in advance.
7TABLE II
STATISTICS FOR FIVE DATASETS. m CONSISTS OF TRAINING AND VALIDATION CLASSES, AND Nu UNDER THE PS PROTOCOL INCLUDES SEEN- AND
UNSEEN- CLASS SAMPLES. NOTICE THAT SS AND PS PROTOCOLS HAVE NO EFFECTS ON IMAGENET DATASET.
NUMBER OF IMAGES
NUMBER OF CLASSES SS PS
DATASET k TOTAL m n TOTAL Ns Nu Ns Nu
APY 64 32 15+5 12 15339 12695 2644 5932 1483+7924
AWA 85 50 27+13 10 30475 24295 6180 19832 4958+5685
SUN 102 717 580+65 72 14340 12900 1440 10320 2580+1440
CUB 312 200 100+50 50 11788 8855 2933 7057 1764+2967
IMAGENET 1000 1360 800+200 360 254000 200000 54000 - -
Visual Features. Due to different visual features used by
existing ZSL approaches under the SS protocol, we choose
to compare with them based on three types of widely-used
features: 1024-dim GoogLeNet features (G), 2048-dim ResNet-
101 features (R), and 4096-dim VGG19 features (V) provided
by [7], [3], and [5], respectively. This enables a direct
comparison with the published results of existing methods.
While under the PS protocol, all compared methods are based
on ResNet-101 features since they usually yield higher accuracy
than other features as demonstrated in [3].
Evaluation Metrics. At test phase of ZSL, we are interested
in having high performance on both densely and sparsely
populated classes. Thus, we use the unified evaluation protocol
proposed in [3], where the average accuracy is computed
independently for each class. Specifically, under the standard
ZSL setting, we measure average per-class top-1 accuracy by
AccU =
1
n
n∑
i=1
#correct predictions in ui
# samples in ui
.
In particular, the average per-class top-5 accuracy is com-
puted for ImageNet dataset. While under the GZSL setting, we
compute the harmonic mean (H) of AccS and AccU to favor
high accuracy on both seen and unseen classes:
H =
2 ∗AccS ∗AccU
AccS +AccU
,
where AccS and AccU are the accuracy of recognizing the test
samples from the seen and unseen classes respectively, and
AccS =
1
m
m∑
i=1
#correct predictions in si
# samples in si
.
Parameter Settings. There are four parameters in our HPL
model: ρ, ω, α ∈ [0, 1), and q ∈ {1, · · · ,m+n} (the number of
super-prototypes). As in [17], [18], [9], these hyperparameters
are also fine-tuned on a disjoint set of validation set of
5, 13, 65, 50, 200 classes for each dataset, respectively.
Compared Methods. We choose to compare with a wide
range of competitive and representative ZSL approaches,
especially those that have achieved the state-of-the-art results
recently. In particular, such compared approaches involve not
only both inductive and transductive models, but also both
shallow and deep models.
B. Comparative Results
Standard ZSL. We firstly compare our HPL model with
existing state-of-the-art ZSL approaches under the standard
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Fig. 5. The empirical results about convergence and complexity performances
of our algorithm for standard ZSL on four datasets under the PS protocol.
setting. Experiments are conducted on five datasets. We use
both the SS and PS protocols for more convincing results. To
further verify that our method is not only effective to specific
visual features, we implement our model under the SS protocol
with 1024-dim GoogLeNet features (G), 2048-dim ResNet-101
features (R), and 4096-dim VGG19 features (V) separately.
The comparative results under the SS and PS protocols are
reported in Table III and Table IV, respectively.
It can be seen that, 1) our HPL model yields better
performance than the state-of-the-art baselines. This validates
that by minimizing encoding cost and maximizing structural
consistency, the learned prototypes are discriminative enough
to recognize the unseen-class samples. 2) For our model,
ResNet and VGG19 features generally lead to better results
than GoogLeNet features, except on the SUN dataset. This
is due to the fact that only scarce (about 20) training sam-
ples are available for each class in the SUN dataset, thus
resulting in over-fitted models (e.g., ResNet101). 3) For five
datasets, the improvements obtained by our model over the
strongest competitor range from 0.9% to 5.6%. This actually
creates new baselines in the area of ZSL, given that most of
the compared models take far more complicated nonlinear
formulations or even generate numerous training samples for
unseen classes. 4) With the assistance of test samples, our
model performs better than those inductive approaches under
either SS or PS protocol. However, by comparing Table IV with
Table III, almost all ZSL approaches suffer from performance
degradation under the PS protocol, which comes from the fact
that the unseen class information is removed from the dataset
that is used to pre-train the base network for feature extraction.
5) Our model outperforms those image-attribute projection
based approaches obviously (e.g., SAE [18] and QFSL [58]),
which demonstrates the effectiveness of prototype learning via
image-label projection.
8TABLE III
COMPARATIVE RESULTS (%) OF STANDARD ZSL ON FIVE DATASETS UNDER THE SS PROTOCOL. NOTATIONS - ’IND.’: INDUCTIVE; ’TRANS.’:
TRANSDUCTIVE; ’S’: SHALLOW; ’D’: DEEP; ’-’: NO RESULT REPORTED IN THE ORIGINAL PAPER. FOR EACH DATASET, THE BEST RESULT IS MARKED IN
BOLD FONT AND THE SECOND BEST IS IN BLUE. WE REPORT RESULTS AVERAGED OVER 6 RANDOM TRAILS.
TYPE METHOD FEA MODEL APY AWA SUN CUB IMAGENET
IND.
ESZSL [16] R S 34.4 74.7 57.3 55.1 -
SYNC [7] G S - 72.9 62.7 54.7 -
SAE [18] G S 55.4 84.7 65.2 61.4 27.2
EXEM [40] G S - 77.2 69.6 59.8 -
GANZRL [51] G D - - - 62.6 29.6
CAPD [52] G S 55.1 80.8 - 45.3 23.6
DCN [28] G D - 82.3 67.4 55.6 -
SE-ZSL [53] R D - 83.8 64.5 60.3 25.4
MSPLIT LBI [54] V S - 85.3 - 57.5 18.8
TRANS.
TMV-HLP [21] V S - 80.5 - 47.9 -
SP-ZSR [17] V S 69.7 92.1 - 55.3 -
GFZSL [23] V S - 94.3 87.0 63.7 -
DSRL [55] V S 56.3 87.2 85.4 57.1 -
BIDILEL [56] G S - 92.6 - 62.8 -
STZSL [36] V S 54.4 83.7 - 58.7 -
TSTD [57] V S - 90.3 - 58.2 -
DIPL [25] G S 87.8 96.1 70.0 68.2 31.7
VZSL [34] V D - 94.8 - 66.5 23.1
QFSL [58] G D - - 61.7 69.7 -
HPL G S 89.2 96.3 85.8 72.1 29.2
HPL R S 91.1 97.8 80.4 75.3 27.3
HPL V S 89.7 95.5 81.5 70.8 32.6
TABLE IV
COMPARATIVE RESULTS (%) OF STANDARD ZSL ON FOUR DATASETS WITH RESNET-101 FEATURES UNDER THE PS PROTOCOL.
TYPE METHOD MODEL APY AWA SUN CUB
IND.
ESZSL [16] S 38.3 58.2 54.5 53.9
SYNC [7] S 23.9 54.0 56.3 55.6
SAE [18] S 8.3 53.0 40.3 33.3
CAPD [52] S 39.3 52.6 49.7 53.8
F-CLSWGAN [9] D - 69.9 62.1 61.5
CDL [26] S 43.0 69.9 63.6 54.5
DCN [28] D 43.6 65.2 61.8 56.2
SE-ZSL [53] D - 69.5 63.4 59.6
PRESER [19] D 38.4 - 61.4 56.0
TRANS.
ALE [27] S 45.5 65.3 56.1 54.3
GFZSL [23] S 36.9 81.5 63.5 50.4
DSRL [55] S 44.8 74.1 57.2 48.9
DIPL [25] S 69.6 85.6 67.9 65.4
QFSL [58] D - - 58.3 72.1
HPL S 73.8 91.2 70.4 75.2
Additionally, in our experiments, we set the maximum
iterations as 100 and the optimization always converges after
tens of iterations, usually less than 60. As shown in Fig. 5(a),
the objective function of our HPL model is obviously non-
increasing and finally converges with the proposed iterative
update algorithm. Meanwhile, we also report the physical
running time of our algorithm on four datasets under PS
protocol for standard ZSL task in Fig. 5(b), which indicates
that our iterative update algorithm has linear time complexity
with respect to the test data size Nu. These observations
finally support the theoretical analysis of convergence and
complexity in Section III-C. Thus, the proposed algorithm is
indeed efficient especially compared with those approaches
taking far more complicated nonlinear formulations.
Generalized ZSL. In real applications, whether a sample is
from a seen or unseen class is unknown in advance. Hence,
GZSL is a more practical and challenging task compared
with standard ZSL. Here, we further evaluate the proposed
model under the GZSL setting with PS protocol 5. The other
experimental settings are kept the same as those used in [3],
where the 2048-dim ResNet-101 features are adopted as the
input, and compared approaches are consistent with those in
Table IV. The comparative results are shown in Table V, much
lower than those in standard ZSL. This is not surprising since
the seen classes are included in the search space which act
as distractors for the samples that come from unseen classes.
5Note that GZSL has less been performed under the SS protocol due to its
unreasonable data split.
9TABLE V
COMPARATIVE RESULTS (%) OF GZSL ON FOUR DATASETS WITH RESNET-101 FEATURES UNDER THE PS PROTOCOL.
TYPE METHOD APY AWA SUN CUB
AccU AccS H AccU AccS H AccU AccS H AccU AccS H
IND.
ESZSL [16] 2.4 70.1 4.6 6.6 75.6 12.1 11.0 27.9 15.8 12.6 63.8 21.0
SYNC [7] 7.4 66.3 13.3 8.9 87.3 16.2 7.9 43.3 13.4 11.5 70.9 19.8
SAE [18] 0.4 80.9 0.9 1.8 77.1 3.5 8.8 18.0 11.8 7.8 54.0 13.6
CAPD [52] 26.8 59.5 37.0 45.2 68.6 54.5 35.8 27.8 31.3 44.9 41.7 43.3
F-CLSWGAN [9] - - - 57.9 61.4 59.6 42.6 36.6 39.4 43.7 57.7 49.7
CDL [26] 19.8 48.6 28.1 28.1 73.5 40.6 23.5 55.2 32.9 21.5 34.7 26.5
DCN [28] 14.2 75.0 23.9 25.5 84.2 39.1 25.5 37.0 30.2 28.4 60.7 38.7
SE-ZSL [53] - - - 56.3 67.8 61.5 40.9 30.5 34.9 41.5 53.3 46.7
PRESER [19] 13.5 51.4 21.4 - - - 20.8 37.2 26.7 24.6 54.3 33.9
TRANS.
ALE [27] - - 9.6 - - 26.1 - - 21.5 - - 31.5
GFZSL [23] - - 0.0 - - 48.5 - - 0.0 - - 33.1
DSRL [55] - - 11.6 - - 22.5 - - 20.6 - - 24.3
QFSL [58] - - - - - - 51.3 31.2 38.8 71.5 74.9 73.2
HPL 31.1 64.4 41.9 60.3 75.7 67.1 39.1 50.9 44.2 47.1 54.2 50.4
Additionally, it can be observed that generally our method
improves the overall performance (i.e., harmonic mean H)
over the strongest competitor by an obvious margin (4.8%
∼ 5.6%). Such promising performance boost mainly comes
from the improvement of mean class accuracy on the unseen
classes, meanwhile without much performance degradation on
the seen classes. These compelling results aslo verify that our
method can significantly alleviate the strong bias towards seen
classes by using the test samples from unseen classes. This is
mainly due to the fact that, unlike most of existing transductive
approaches (e.g., DIPL [25]) that only rely on projection
learning, our HPL further introduces structural consistency
constraint in the unseen class domain for transductive ZSL.
Conversely, benefiting from the convincing predicted labels, the
prototypes in both seen and unseen class domains are learned
more discriminatively.
For a straightforward illustration of our HPL in zero-shot
recognition, we further show the t-SNE of all unseen-class data
on AwA dataset with the true and predicted labels for standard
ZSL and GZSL . As observed from Fig. 6, our HPL still can
capture the global distribution of original data under various
settings, although its performance under the GZSL setting is
not as attractive as that under standard ZSL setting.
C. Parameter Analysis
It is worth noting that parameters (ρ, ω, α) in the proposed
model can be easily fine-tuned in the range [0, 1) using the
train and validation splits provided by [3], while it is not trivial
for the parameter q ∈ {1, · · · ,m + n} (i.e., the number of
super-prototypes). This is because the optimal number of super-
prototypes varies with the total number of classes. Additionally,
when the seen and unseen classes are changed, the structure
of super-prototypes will also be affected. To alleviate this
issue, instead of q, we fine-tune the parameter θ = qm+n ∈
[0, 1], i.e., the proportion of super-prototypes to the total class
number, using the validation set. Fig. 7 shows the effects of
four parameters (ρ, ω, α, θ) in our HPL model respectively,
where the standard ZSL task is performed on the four datasets
Groundtruth Standard ZSL under PS protocol GZSL under PS protocol
Fig. 6. The t-SNE of all unseen-class data on AwA dataset with the true and
predicted labels for standard ZSL and GZSL.
under the PS protocol as in Table IV. It can be observed
that generally, ρ, ω, α ∈ [0.4, 0.7] and θ = mm+n are enough
to achieve promising recognition accuracy. Specifically, i) ρ
peaks around 0.6, which means the visual encoding cost should
overweigh the alignment term slightly. This is reasonable since
our zero-shot recognition depends on the encoding term directly
while the alignment term actually serves as a regularizer. ii) ω
peaks around 0.5 since the visual and semantic spaces should
be equally important in alignment term. iii) α peaks around 0.6,
where the accuracy would first increase and then decrease along
with increasing the value of α, corresponding to overfitting
and under-fitting of our model on seen-class training sets. iv)
θ = mm+n means the optimal value of q is approximate to m
(the number of seen classes), since m is often larger than n
(the number of unseen classes).
D. Ablation Study
To verify the advantage of the proposed HPL model and
optimization rules in Algorithm 1, we additionally conduct four
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Fig. 7. Standard ZSL performance as a function of the specific hyper-parameter (ρ, ω, α, θ) on the four datasets with ResNet-101 features under PS protocol.
TABLE VI
COMPARATIVE RESULTS OF STANDARD ZSL ON FOUR DATASETS WITH RESNET-101 FEATURES UNDER THE PS PROTOCOL.
TYPE ABLATION INDEX ALGORITHM APY AWA SUN CUB
ACCURACY(%)
I
HPL1 72.2 91.9 68.3 75.4
HPL 73.8 91.2 70.4 75.2
II
SEEN CLASSES PART FIRST 72.9 91.0 69.4 75.7
UNSEEN CLASSES PART FIRST 73.8 91.2 70.4 75.2
III
KMEANS [59] 73.2 90.2 68.2 75.5
AP [60] 71.1 91.4 68.8 74.1
EACH CLASS MEAN 73.8 91.2 70.4 75.2
IV
WITHOUT ALTERNATIVE 67.8 85.9 65.0 67.5
WITH ALTERNATIVE 73.8 91.2 70.4 75.2
TIME(SEC.)
I
HPL1 1091.0 697.3 1101.6 631.6
HPL 702.7 490.9 811.2 333.4
II
SEEN CLASSES PART FIRST 1034.2 592.1 1230.1 572.1
UNSEEN CLASSES PART FIRST 702.7 490.9 811.2 333.4
III
KMEANS [59] 1101.1 892.1 782.1 308.3
AP [60] 981.9 689.6 992.3 482.5
EACH CLASS MEAN 702.7 490.9 811.2 333.4
IV
WITHOUT ALTERNATIVE 167.1 89.4 201.5 68.7
WITH ALTERNATIVE 702.7 490.9 811.2 333.4
ablation studies on all datasets with Resnet-101 features under
the PS protocol of standard ZSL as follows. i) The bidirectional
projection is also introduced in Eq. (4) and Eq. (7) as in Eq. (3)
and Eq. (6), dubbed HPL1. This will influence the update of
all variables except Cu, but the optimization strategy about
each variable is the same as that for our HPL model. Table VI
reports the accuracy and physical running time of two models.
It can be observed that HPL1 obtains similar accuracy to our
HPL but spends more time. Thus, it is generally enough to
consider the bidirectional projection only in Eq. (3), since
Eq. (4) actually serves as a regularizer of Eq. (3).
For Algorithm 1, ii) we exchange the steps in lines 5 and 6
to update the seen classes part first. The comparison results
are presented in Table VI. It can be concluded that optimizing
unseen classes part first can achieve similar and even more
promising accuracy to the case of seen classes part first, and
meanwhile, take much less time. iii) Meanwhile, to analyze the
initialization sensitivity of D(0)v and D
(0)
c , we now additionally
initialize Ps and Pu using Kmeans [59] and AP [60]. As
compared in Table VI, we find that different initial values have
no obvious effects on ZSL accuracy, while slight effects on
physical running time of our algorithm. This is reasonable
since different initialization conditions generally influence
the convergence rate of alternative optimization algorithm.
iv) Finally, we evaluate the effect of proposed alternative
optimization rules in Algorithm 1. Specifically, we first train
super-prototypes Dv and Dc from seen classes via Eq. (12)
with γ = 0, and then employ super-prototypes to the unseen
classes to solve Eq. (5). By comparison from Table VI, we can
find that the standard ZSL accuracy by alternative optimization
algorithm is considerably superior to that without alternative
update, though takes a little more time. Additionally, the
importance of each component in our HPL model can be
observed from parameter analysis results in Fig. 7. Obviously,
ρ (i.e., β) peaks around 0.6 instead of 0, which validates
the encoding function makes a little more effect on final
performances than the alignment function. The bidirectional
projection in encoding function is also necessary since ω (i.e.,
λ) peaks around 0.5. In particular, α (i.e., γ) peaks around 0.6
instead of 0, which shows employing test data in our model is
indeed beneficial to ZSL.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose a hierarchical prototype learning
model (HPL) that is able to perform efficient zero-shot
recognition in the original visual space, and meanwhile, avoid a
series of problems caused by the provided semantic prototypes.
In particular, the discriminability of visual prototypes is further
strengthened by coupling them with semantic prototypes in an
aligned space, thus achieving more promising recognition per-
formance. Furthermore, interpretable super-prototypes shared
between the seen and the unseen class domains are exploited to
alleviate the domain shift issue. We have carried out extensive
experiments about ZSL on five benchmarks, and the results
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demonstrate the obvious superiority of the proposed HPL to
the state-of-the-art approaches. It is also worth noting that the
number of visual/semantic prototypes is not controllable in our
HPL. In essence, learning one prototype for a class is generally
insufficient to recognize one class and differentiate two classes.
Thus, our ongoing research work includes learning prototypes
adaptively with the data distribution.
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